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1. Preliminaries 
1.1. Set-theoretical part 
Let A be a partially ordered directed set (this means that for every two 
elements a, p EA there exists an element y EA such that y > (Y and y &p). A 
subset of A is said to be a chain if every two elements of it are comparable. The 
symbol sup B, where B LA, denotes the lower upper bound of B (of course, in the 
case when such element exists in A). A subset B of A is said to be o-closed in A 
if for each countable chain C c B we have sup C E B whenever an element sup C 
exists in A. Finally a directed set A is said to be w-complet if for each countable 
chain B of elements of A there exists an element sup B in A. A standard example 
of an w-complet set is the set exp,A of al countable subsets of an uncountable 
set A. The following set-theoretical propositions are essential: 
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Proposition 1.1. Let (A,: n E w) be a countable collection of o-closed and cofinal 
subsets of an w-complete set A. Then the intersection n(A,: n E w) is also w-closed 
and cofinal in A. 
Corollary 1.2. For each countable subset B of an w-complete set A there exists an 
element y E A such that y 2 p for each p E B. 
Proposition 1.3. Let A be an o-complete set, L sA2 and the following three 
conditions are satisfied: 
(a) If QI EA, then there exists p EA such that (a, p> EL. 
(b) Zf (a, p> E L and p G y, then (a, y) E L. 
Cc> Let (a ,,I n E CO} be a countable chain in an o-complete set A with sup(a,: n E 
w) = (Y. Zf (on, ~3) E L for each n E w and for some p E A, then (a, p) E L. 
Then the set of all L-reflexive elements of A (an element (Y E A is said to be 
L-reflexive if ((w, (Y) E L) is o-closed and cofinal in A. 
1.2. Topological part 
All spaces below are assumed to be compact (and Hausdorff) and maps to be 
continuous. Suppose that we have an inverse spectrum S, = IX,, pf, A). By 
lim S, and by p,, (Y E A, we denote the limit space of our spectrum and the 
natural limit projections of lim S, to X, respectively. If we have a cofinal subset 
A’ of A then the limit space of the spectrum S,/A’ = (X,, of, (Y, p EA’) is 
naturally homeomorphic to lim S,. The spectrum S, is said to be w-continuous if 
for each countable chain B in A with sup B = /3 the diagonal product of maps pf, 
(Y E B, maps the space X0 homeomorphically onto the space lim S,/B. The 
spectrum S, is said to be an w-spectrum if: 6) all spaces X, are metrizable 
compacta; (ii) the spectrum S, is w-continuous and (iii) the indexed set A of S, is 
o-complete. 
Suppose now that we have a morphism (f, : Xa + y,; A) :1X,, pi, A) + 
(y,, qi, A) between two inverse spectra (this means that the equalities qffp = f,pE 
are satisfied whenever (Y, /3 E A and (Y G ~3). Clearly the diagonal product lim{ f,) 
= {f,p,: a E A) maps the space lim S, into the space lim S, and for each CI E A 
the following equality is satisfied: f,p, = q,lim{f,). Of course, the limit map of the 
morphism is completely defined by the above conditions. It follows from the 
spectral theorem of Shchepin [8] that for w-spectra the converse is also true. It 
should be observed that in the original definition [8] of w-spectra a stronger 
condition of continuity was required. So, formally, we cannot use Shchepin’s 
theorem for w-spectra in the above sense. In the last case we have the following 
version of the spectral theorem. 
Theorem 1.4. Let f : X + Y be a map between the limit spaces of o-spectra S, = 
(X,, P!, A) and S,= (Y,, qf, A) with the same indexed set. Then there exist an 
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w-closed and cofinal subset A’ of A and a morphism If, : X, + Y,; A’} : S,/A’ + 
S,/A’ between corresponding subspectra the limit map of which coincides with f. 
The proof of this theorem coincides with the proof of Shchepin’s theorem [81 
and so is omitted. Of course, each compacturn can be represented as the limit 
space of some w-spectrum. Below we will use some results concerning w-spectra in 
the sense of Shchepin. We note that it is possible to do because all cited results 
remain valid for w-spectra in the above sense. 
Finally it should be noted that all the undefined notions concerning the Shape 
theory can be found in [1,4]. 
2. Homotopically stable spectra and the spectral theorem in the SHAPE category 
We start with the following definition. 
Definition 2.1. An inverse spectrum S = IX,, pi, A) is said to be homotopically 
stable with respect to the space Y, if for each index (Y E A, for each closed subspace 
F of X, and for each two maps f, g: F + Y the relation fp,/p,‘(F) = 
gp,/p,l(F) implies the relation f = g. We will say that S is (absolutely) homotopi- 
tally stable if S is homotopically stable with respect to any metrizable ANR-com- 
pactum. 
Lemma 2.2. There exists a countable collection (G,,: n E w} of metrizable locally 
compact ANR-spaces such that any inverse spectrum S which is homotopically stable 
with respect to each space G,,, n E w, is absolutely homotopically stable. 
Proof. As the desired collection we can consider an arbitrary countable open base 
of the topology of the Hilbert cube containing unions of its finite subcollections. 
Verification of this fact is trivial and so is omitted. •I 
Lemma 2.3. Let p : X--j Y be a surjection and 9= {F,} be a closed base of the 
topology of Y containing intersections of its finite subfamilies. Let Z be an ANR-space 
and suppose that for each F, E F and for each two maps f, g : F, + Z the condition 
fp/p-‘(F,) 2 gp/p-‘(F,) implies th e condition f = g. Then for each closed subspace 
F of Y and each two maps f, g : F + Z the condition fp/p-l(F) = gp/p-‘(F) 
implies the condition f = g. 
Proof. Since Z is an ANR-space there exist a neighbourhood V of F in Y and 
extensions f*, 8 : V + Z of f and g respectively. By our assumption the restrictions * 
fp/p-l(V) and gp/p-‘(VI onto p-‘(F) are homotopic. Since Z is an ANR-space 
we can find a neighbourhood U of p-‘(F) in X contained in p-‘(V) such that the 
restrictions fAp/U and $p/U are homotopic. Clearly we can suppose without loss 
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of generality that the set II has the form U = p-‘(W) where W is a neighbourhood 
of F in Y. Then the compactness of Y and the corresponding property of 9 imply 
that there exists an element F, E 9 such that F G F, c W. By our assumption 
f/p-‘(FJ Q/p-‘(FJ. C onsequently, f = g. The lemma is proved. [7 
Theorem 2.4. Each w-spectrum contains a homotopically stable w-closed and cofinal 
subspectrum. 
Proof. Let S = {X,, pi, A) be an arbitrary w-spectrum. Fix an integer n E w and 
show that an indexed set A of our spectrum contains an w-closed and cofinal 
subset A, such that the corresponding subspectrum S/A, = S, = (X,, pf, A,) is 
homotopically stable with respect to the space G,, from Lemma 2.2. Let 
L, = {(a, /3> eA2: LY < p and for each closed subspace F of X, and for 
each two maps f, g : F --) G, the condition 
fp,/p;‘(F) = gp,/p;‘(F) implies the condition 
fp,p,‘(p:>-‘(F) = gp,p/@-l(F)}: 
Let us verify that condition (a) from Proposition 1.3 is satisfied with respect to 
the set 15,. Fix (Y EA. Our aim is to show that there exists p EA such that 
(a, p) EL,. First of all fix a closed subspace F of the compacturn X, and build an 
index (Ye > (Y such that the following condition will be satisfied: 
(*IF for each two maps f, g : F --3 G, the condition fp,/p;‘(F) = gp,/p; ‘(F) 
implies the condition f~E~/(p,“~)- ‘(F) = gpz’/ (p,“‘>- ‘(F). 
Fix a countable and dense subset {h,: i ENI of the space C(F, GJ (the 
compact-open topology is considered). Let M denote the set of those pairs 
(i, j) E N 2 for which the conditions hjp,/p; ‘(F) = hjp,/p; ‘(F) are satisfied. For 
each (i, j) EM we can choose an index cr(i, j) 2 a such that (see, for example, 
[71): 
h, 
1Pa 
n(~,i,/(p~(;.i))~‘(F) =hjp~“.“/(p~“.i’)-‘(F). 
It follows easily from the construction that for each (i, j> EM and each y GA we 
can suppose that a(i, j) & y. Consequently, well-ordering M in any way, we can 
suppose that (a(i, j): (i, j) EM) is a chain in A. Let us verify that the index 
a! - sup{&, j): (i, j) E M} (see Section 1) is desired. For consider two maps f, 
gyi-+ G, such that fp,/p;‘(F) = gp,/p;‘(F). By assumption, G,, is an ANR- 
space and, by the construction, (hi: i EN) is a dense subset of C(F, G,). Conse- 
quently there exist integers i, jeN such that f=h, and g-h,. Then 
h,p,/p; l(F) = fp,/p;‘(F) = gp,/p;‘(F) = h,p,/p;‘(F). In other words (i, j) E 
M. Hence, by the definition of the index a(i, j>, we have 
h,p,*F/( p:F) -l(F) = h;p~(l”)p~~,j,/(p~‘) -l(F) 
I h, n(l,l) 
1pa Pac,,j,/( PE’) -l(F) = hjpZF/( PZF) -l(F). 
UF 
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Then 
Thus for each closed subspace F of the compactum X, we have already con- 
structed an index (Ye satisfying the above condition (*IF. Consider now an 
arbitrary countable closed base (Fk: k E w) of the topology of X, containing 
intersections of its finite subfamilies. For each k E o fix an index CY~ = CYST. By 
Corollary 1.2, there exists an index p EA such that p 3 CY~ for each k E w. It 
follows from the above construction and from Lemma 2.3 that (a, /3) E L,. 
Condition (a) from Proposition 1.3 is verified. 
The verification of condition (b) from Proposition 1.3 is trivial. 
Finally we should verify condition (c) from Proposition 1.3. This means that if 
we have a countable chain {a,: m E w} in A and conditions (cy,, p) E L, are 
satisfied for each m E w and some p EA, then the condition ((u, p) E L,, where 
a! = sup{a m: m E w), will be satisfied as well. 
Indeed, since our spectrum is w-continuous the compactum X, is naturally 
homeomorphic to the limit space of the inverse sequence (Xam, &:+I, u). Conse- 
quently the sets of the form (pz_)-‘(F,,J, where F, is closed in XU, and m E w, 
form a closed base of the topology of X, which contains the intersections of its 
finite subfamilies. Consequently, if we wish to prove the inclusion (cu, p) EL, it 
suffices, by Lemma 2.3, to show that if F, is closed in X+ m E w, and if maps f, 
g : F = (p&)-l(F,) + G, satisfy the condition fp,/p;‘(F) = gp,/p; l(F), then 
the condition fpi/(pf)-‘(F) =gpf/(pf)-t(F) will be satisfied as well. Since G,, 
is an ANR-space, there exist an integer k > m and maps fl, g, : p,“k(F) + G,, such 
that f=.f& and g =g&. Then we have f, p,Jp&‘CF,> = g, ,o,,/p&‘( F,), where 
Fk = P,“~(F). By the assumption, ((u,, p> E L,. Consequently, we have 
It only remains to note that 
(p:)-‘(F) = (P:)-‘((P:m,-l(F;n)) = (dy’m 
and that 
Thus condition (c) is also verified. Now, by Proposition 1.3, we can conclude 
that the set A, of all L,-reflexive indexes from A is w-closed and cofinal in A. At 
the same time we note that, by the corresponding definitions, this means that the 
subspectrum S, of S is homotopically stable with respect to the space G,. 
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Finally, let A’ = n{A,: y1 E 0). By Proposition 1.1, this set is w-closed and 
cofinal in A as well. Consequently the corresponding subspectrum S’ = 
{X,, pt, A’} is homotopically stable with respect to each space G,, n E w. Lemma 
2.2 finishes the proof. 0 
Remark 2.5. It is easy to see that each homotopically stable spectrum is homotopi- 
tally stable with respect to every CW-complex. Indeed, let S = IX,, pi, A} be any 
homotopically stable spectrum and K be a CW-complex. Suppose that for some 
index (Y E A and for some maps f, g : F + K, where F is a closed subspace of X,, 
the condition fp,/p;‘(F) = gp,/p; l(F) is satisfied. Then, by compactness of 
lim S and by the properties of the topology of CW-complexes, there exists a 
metrizable ANR-compacturn K ‘, lying in K, such that the maps fp,/p; l(F) and 
gp,/p; ‘(F) are homotopic in K ‘. By our assumption, we can conclude that f and 
g are homotopic in K’ and, consequently, in K as well. 
Lemma 2.6. Let S = IX,, p,P, A) be an w-spectrum and cp : lim S + Y be a shape 
morphism, where Y is a metrizable compactum. Then there exist an index (Y E A and 
a shape morphism ‘p, : X, + Y such that cp = cp,Sh(p,). 
Proof. Without loss of generality, by Theorem 2.4, we can assume that the 
spectrum S is homotopically stable. Represent Y as the limit space of some inverse 
sequence S, = (Y,, 4,” +‘, w) consisting of compact polyhedra. 
The shape morphism cp : X + Y, where X = lim S, naturally induces a homo- 
topy class cp([q,]) : X --f Y,. Denote by g l : X -+ Y, any representative of this class. 
Fix an index ~yr EA and a map g,, :X,, + Y, such that g, = g,,pal (we can find 
such objects because each o-spectrum has the so-called factorization property [8]1. 
Consider now the map qZ : Y + Y2. Denote, as above, by g, : X -+ YZ any represen- 
tative of homotopy class cp([q,l): X+ Y2. Since q1 = qfq2 and Y, and YZ are 
compact polyhedra, we can conclude, by the definition of shape morphism [7l, that 
the condition cp([q,l) = [q:](p([q21) is satisfied. Consequently, g, = qfg,. As above 
we choose an index (Ye > (Y, and a map ga2 : Xa, + Y2 such that g, = g,*p,,. Thus 
we have g,,pZ;p,z = g,,p,, = gl = qk, = q?g,>p,,. 
Since Y, is an ANR-compactum and our spectrum is homotopically stable we 
conclude that g,,pE; = qfg,,. 
Continuing this process of construction we get for each rz E w an index (Y, E A 
and a map g,” : X,” + Y, satisfying the following conditions: 
(9 (Y, <aY,+, whenever n E w; 
(ii> g,,,pan E cp(tq,l) whenever n E w; 
(iii) g,,pz;+’ = q,“’ ‘gan+, whenever n E w. 
Let (Y = sup{cu ,,: n E W) and define a shape morphism ‘p, : X, + Y. First of all 
we define the homotopy classes cp,([q,I) by the formula 
cp,([qnl)= [gC+p:,], nEw. 
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Suppose now that [f] : Y--j Z is an arbitrary homotopy class, where Z is any 
metrizable ANR-compactum. We fix n E o and a map f,, : Y, --f Z such that 
f-f,q,. Then we put 
cp,Kfl) = [ fn&&,] 2 fl E OJ- 
It follows from the conditions (i>-(iii) that the definition of cp,([fl) does not 
depend on the chaise of n E w and f,,. Thus a shape morphism cp, : X, + Y is 
correctly defined. 
Finally let us verify the equality 40 = q,Sh(p,). For it is sufficient to verify the 
equalities p([q,l) = cp,([q,I)[p,l, n E w. But these equalities are trivially true, 
because, by (ii> and by the definition of (Pi, cp([q,I) = [g,p,,l= [g,,p,“,p,l = 
cp,([q,,])[p,]. The lemma is proved. 0 
Now we are ready to prove the main result of this section which is a shape 
analogue of the spectral Theorem 1.4 for usual maps. 
Theorem 2.7. Let S, = {X,, pf, A} and S, = {Y,, qi, A) be two w-spectra with the 
same indexed set. Let a shape morphism cp : lim S, + lim S, be given. Then the set 
of those indexes CY E A for which there exist shape morphisms cp, : X, -+ Y, satisfying 
the conditions Sh(q,)cp = cp,Sh(p,) is w-closed and cofinal in A. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, by Theorem 2.4, we can assume that both given 
spectra are homotopically stable. Let 
L = {(a, p) =A’: (Y G p and there exists a shape morphism 
9:: X, -Y, such that Sh(q,)(p =@h(p,)}. 
The validity of conditition (a> from Proposition 1.3 directly follows from Lemma 
2.6. The verification of condition (b) is trivial. 
Let us verify condition (cl. For consider an arbitrary countable chain (LY,: n E w) 
in A and suppose that ((Y,~, p> EL for each yt E w and for some j3 EA. We wish to 
show that ((Y, p> EL where CY = suplcr,: n E w}. By the definition of L, there exist 
shape morphisms ‘pin : Xp + Ya, such that Sh(q,,)p = cpfnSh(p,), n E w. 
Let us show, first of all, that for each n E o the equality 9:” = Sh(q~;+‘lcp~~+, is 
valid. For let f: Yu, + Z be an arbitrary map into some metrizable ANR-com- 
pactum Z. Note that the equality &Sh(p,) = Sh(qa,)q implies the equality 
cp,Pn([ f lIppI = cp([ fq,,l). Similarly the equality ptn+,Sh(p,) = Sh(q,n+,l~ implies 
the equality (paP,+U fq:;+ll)[ppl = cp([ fq:;+‘qu,+,l) = &fq,,l). Consequently, 
kyf lIPpI = F$+l([fq:;+J ]>[p,]. Since the spectrum S, is homotopically stable 
we conclude that (p,pn([ f I) = cpa”,+$[ fqz;+ll>. This means that (P!,~ = Sh(qz;+l)q$,,+I 
as desired. By the continuity of the SHAPE functor and by the w-continuity of the 
spectrum S,, we conclude that in this situation there exists a shape morphism 
(pf : Xp + Y, such that cp,, fl = Sh(q;?,>cp,P for each n E w. It only remains to note 
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that the equality cpiSh(p,) = Sh(q,)cp is also satisfied. The verification of condition 
(c) from Proposition 1.3 is finished. By this proposition, the set of all L-reflexive 
indexes is w-closed and cofinal in A. This finishes the proof of the theorem. 0 
Corollary 2.8. If, in the notations of Theorem 2.7, cp is a shape isomorphism, then 
the set of those a! E A for which ‘p, : X, --f Y, are shape isomorphisms is w-closed 
and cofinal in A. 
Proof. We keep the notation from the proof of Theorem 2.7. Consider the shape 
inverse cp -’ : Y + X which exists by our assumption. By Theorem 2.7, the set A, of 
those indexes cy E A for which there exist shape morphisms $, : Y, * X, satisfying 
the conditions t,%,Sh(q,) = Sh(PJq-’ is o-closed and cofinal in A. Denote by A, 
the set of those indexes (Y EA for which there exist shape morphisms ‘p, : X, --f Y, 
satisfying the conditions Sh(q,)cp = cp,Sh(p,). By Theorem 2.7, this set is o-closed 
and cofinal in A as well. By Proposition 1.1, the set B = A, n A, is w-closed and 
cofinal in A. Clearly for each (Y E B we have two shape morphisms ‘p, : X, * Y, 
and I,!I~ : Y, -X, satisfying the above-mentioned conditions. The proof will be 
finished if we will show that 4ucp, = l,, and c~,I/J~ = 1, whenever (Y E B (lx 
denotes the identity morphism of an object X in the SHAPE category). Let 
f : X, + 2 be an arbitrary map into a metrizable ANR-compacturn. It follows from 
the above considerations that 4,cp,Sh(p,) = $,Sh(q,)cp = Sh(p,)cp-‘cp = Sh(p,). 
Consequently, cp,($,([ f I))[p,l = [f I[p,l. The homotopical stability of the spec- 
trum S, implies that cp,($J[ f I)> = [f I, i.e., $/,cp, = l,<*. The verification of the 
second equality is similar. The corollary is proved. q 
3. Shape properties of nonmetrizable compacta 
The following proposition is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.6 and gives a 
more precise formulation of the corresponding result of Watanabe [9]. 
Proposition 3.1. For each compactum X the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) for each metrizable ANR-compacturn Y the set [X, Y] is countable; 
(ii) X has a shape of a metrizable compactum; 
(iii) X can be represented as the limit space of some o-spectrum all limit 
projections of which are shape equivalences; 
(iv) X admits a surjection onto some metrizable compactum and this subjection is 
a shape equivalence. 
Proof. The equivalence of conditions (i) and (ii) was proved in [9]. 
(ii) j (iii). By Theorem 2.4, we can represent X as the limit space of some 
homotopically stable w-spectrum S = IX,, pf, A). By (ii), there exists a shape 
isomorphism cp : X-j Y, where Y is a metrizable compacturn. By Lemma 2.6, there 
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exist an index cyO EA and a shape morphism ‘p,,, : Xa,, --f Y such that cp = 
q,OSh(P,O). For each (Y 2 (Y,, define a shape morphism ‘p, : X, + Y by the formula 
cp, = cp,oSh(P,O). Clearly, cp = cp,Sh(p,) for each (Y 2 cr(,. Since the compactum X 
is the limit space of the o-spectrum S’ = {X,, pt, A,), where A, = {c-u EA: (Y 2 
(YJ, it suffices to show that each limit projection p, : X+X,, LY > LYE, is a shape 
equivalence. This means that for each metrizable ANR-compactum 2 the natural 
correspondence [X,, Z] --f [X, Z] induced by the limit projection p, by the rule 
[f] + [fp,] should be a bijection. Since the spectrum S is homotopically stable we 
immediately conclude that this correspondence is injective. Let us show that it is 
surjective as well. For consider an arbitrary homotopy class [gl E [X, Zl. Then 
cp~‘([g])~[Y, Z] and cp,(cp-l([g])) E [X,, Z]. It only remains to note that 
cp,(cp-‘([glN[p,l = cpw([dN = [gl. 
(iii) * (iv). As a desired surjection we can take each limit projection of the 
spectrum satisfying the properties from condition (iii>. The implication (iv) j (i> is 
trivial. The proof is finished. 0 
Proposition 3.2. For each compactum X the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) for each compact G,-subset Z of X and each metrizable ANR-compactum P 
the set [Z, P] is countable; 
(ii) X can be represented as the limit space of some w-spectrum all limit projec- 
tions of which are hereditary shape equivalences. 
Proof. (i) 3 (ii). By Theorem 2.4, we can represent X as the limit space of some 
homotopically stable w-spectrum S = (X,, pf, A}. Let 
L = {(a, p> E A2: (Y 6 p and for each closed subspace F of X, the map 
;:n:ef’(F1 : p; l(F) -+ (pf)-‘(F> is a shape equiva- 
First of all let us verify condition (al from Proposition 1.3. Fix an index (Y EA 
and a countable closed base IF,: n E w} of the topology of metrizable compacta X, 
containing intersections of its finite subfamilies. By (i>, for each IZ E w and for each 
metrizable ANR-compactum P the set [p;‘(F,l, PI is countable. Consequently, 
by Proposition 3.1, for each n E w the compactum p; ‘(F,) can be represented as 
the limit space of some w-spectrum all limit projections of which are shape 
equivalences. By the spectral Theorem 1.4, there exists an w-closed and cofinal 
subspectrum with the above property in every w-spectrum representing the com- 
pactum p, ~ ‘(F,). Particularly this is true for the naturally induced (by S) spectrum 
{(pz)-‘(F,), p:/(p;)-‘(F,), 6 > y >cu}. Hence there exists at least one index 
(Y, > LY such that the map p,,/p; ‘(F,): p;l(F,) + (p,*n>- ‘(F,) is a shape equiva- 
lence. Without loss of generality we can suppose that {(Y,: n E w) is a chain in A. 
Let p = sup{cr,: n E w}. Note that for each n E w the map pp/p;‘(F,) : p;‘(F,) + 
(pi)-‘(F,) is a shape equivalence. Let us show now that (a, p> EL. Let F be an 
arbitrary closed subset of X, and f : p;‘(F,) + P be any map into a metrizable 
ANR-compactum. As in the proof of Lemma 2.3 we can find an integer n E w and 
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a map f’ : p;‘(F) -+ P where F c F,, and f = f ‘/pi l(F). By the definition of p, 
there exists a map g’ :(pf>-‘(F,) + P such that f’ -g’pp/p,‘(F,). Put g = 
g’/(pi)-‘(F). Evidently, f -gpp/p;‘(F). Thus we have shown that the natural 
correspondence [(p,P>-l(F), PI + [p;‘(F), PI, induced by p,Jp;‘(F), is surjec- 
tive. Since the spectrum S is homotopically stable we conclude that the above 
correspondence is bijective. This finishes the verification of condition (a). 
The verification of condition (b) from Proposition 1.3 is trivial. 
Now let {(Y,: n E w} be a countable chain in A and ((Y,, p) EL for each II E w 
and for some p EA. Let us show that (a, p> E L, where (Y = sup{(~,: n E w}. By 
the o-continuity of the spectrum S, the compacturn X, is naturally homeomorphic 
to the limit space of the inverse sequence {Xan, PEE+‘, w). Let F be a closed subset 
of X, and f :p;‘(F) -+ P be an arbitrary map into a metrizable ANR-compacturn. 
Fix a neighborhood V of pi ‘(F) in X and an extension f ’ : V - P of f. Without 
loss of generality we can assume that I/ = p; l(U), where CJ is a neighborhood of F 
in X,. There exists an integer II E w such that F c (pz,)V1(F,) c Ii, where F, = 
(pzn)(F). Hence p;‘(F) (zp,‘(F,) G V. Since (an, p) E L there exists a map 
g’ :(P,P,~)-‘(F,) + P such that f ‘/p,,‘(F,) = g’~~/p;~~(F~). Clearly the map g = 
g’/(pt>-‘(F) satisfies the condition f F gpa/p;‘(F). This shows that the natural 
correspondence [(p,P)- l(F), P] + [ p; ‘(F), P] is surjective. Homotopical stability 
of S implies that this correspondence is bijective. Thus (a, p> EL. 
Now, by Proposition 1.3, the set A’ of L-reflexive indexes of A is w-closed and 
cofinal in A. It only remains to note that L-reflexivity of an index (Y EA means 
precisely that the limit projection p DI : X+X, is a hereditary shape equivalence. 
The proof of the implication (i) 3 (ii) is finished. 
A verification of the converse implication is trivial. The proof is finished. 0 
Now we can extend the corresponding result of Geoghegan and Lather [5] to 
the nonmetrizable case. 
Proposition 3.3. The following conditions are equivalent for each finite-dimensional 
compactum X with X E l-UV: 
(i> X is shape equivalent to a finite polyhedron; 
(ii) tech-cohomologies of X are finitely generated. 
Proof. (ii) * (i). Let S = {X,, pt, A} be any w-spectrum limit space which coin- 
cides with X. By (ii), Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 1.4, there is an w-closed and 
cofinal subset A, LA such that the limit projection p,: X+X, is a shape 
equivalence whenever cy EA,. In particular, Tech-cohomologies of X,, (Y EAT, are 
finitely generated [l]. By the same reason, X, E l-UV (see [6] for the definition of 
the last notion) for each a EA,. By [21 (see also [3]) and Theorem 1.4, there is an 
w-closed and cofinal subset A, GA such that dim X, = dim X < w whenever 
(Y EA*. Now, by Proposition 1.1, the set B =A, nA, is o-closed and cofinal in A. 
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In particular, B # 0. Let LY E B. Then, by [5], X, is shape equivalent to the finite 
polyhedron. It only remains to note that X is shape equivalent to X,. 
The implication 6) 3 (ii) is trivial. The proof is finished. q 
Finally the author would like to thank the referee for the remark concerning the 
formulation of Proposition 3.3. 
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